The University Archives & Museum is pleased to share this traveling exhibit featuring the vivid and striking photographs created by photographer Debra L Ferguson. This project was made possible through the generous support of the MS Humanities Council and AgFax.

When hosting the exhibit, please incorporate this statement in your promotional materials:

“This program was financially assisted by the National Endowment for the Humanities through the Mississippi Humanities Council.”

Point to Consider

Space & Lighting:
- What is the size of the room where you plan to place the exhibit?
- Is there enough space for the panels, vertically?
- Are there any light fixtures hanging from the ceiling which may interfere with the panels?
- Is there track lighting or recessed lighting sufficient to view the exhibit?

Shipping/Receiving:
- Within the state of Mississippi, it is recommended that the host site schedule to pick up the exhibit from the Archives & Museum building or the prior hosting site. The Archivist will coordinate with host sites to arrange pick-up and delivery.
- Those interested in hosting the exhibit outside of Mississippi will need to make shipping arrangements with the Archivist. The host site will have to cover expenses of shipping the exhibit to and from the host site.

Promotion:
- Please reference the DSU Archives & Museum, AgFax and the MS Humanities Council in promotional materials.

Security:
- How will the exhibit be monitored while the area is open for the public? For instance, will a staff person be in the area, is there a security camera system in operation or will the institution make visual checks of the area on a regular time schedule?